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Abstract
Introduction: Knowledge regarding the effects of laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding
(LAGB) on resting metabolic rate (RMR) and the hormonal milieu is limited. Our study aimed
to determine how LAGB impacts RMR and hormonal response to a meal.
Methods: Twenty-five patients were enrolled. Patients were seen before and two months after
surgery. At each visit, RMR was measured and blood was collected fasting and after drinking
Ensure to measure hormonal levels including glucagon-like peptide 1, gastric inhibitory
polypeptide, peptide YY, ghrelin, pancreatic polypeptide, leptin, insulin and amylin.
Results: Of the 25 patients, 17 completed the study, 1 completed RMR only, and 7 dropped out.
Mean weight loss was 12.3 kg ± 4.9 and mean percentage of excess BMI loss was 22.6% ± 9.9.
Median RMR before and after LAGB decreased significantly. Decrease in RMR correlated with
amount of weight loss. Median fasting leptin and ghrelin levels decreased pre- and post-LAGB,
but ghrelin did not reach significance. No differences were seen in hormonal response to a meal.
Conclusion: Weight loss after LAGB resulted in decreased RMR, fasting leptin levels and
possibly lowered ghrelin. Further studies are needed to delineate the long-term effects of LAGB
on metabolic rate and the hormonal milieu.
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Introduction
Obesity is a growing epidemic in the United States with
significant medical and economic consequences. In 2011-2014,
36.5% of adults were obese, which is defined as having a body
mass index (BMI) of 30 or greater [1]. Obesity is a major risk
factor for cardiovascular disease, stroke and type 2 diabetes
mellitus, as well as certain types of cancers [2].
Bariatric operations lead to rapid and sustained loss of excess
body weight (EBW) and laparoscopic adjustable gastric bands
(LAGB) have been reported to lead to EBW loss of 42% at 1 year
and 55.2% at 5 years [3]. Since 2002, there has been an increase
in the rate of bariatric surgeries performed, although the rate has
plateaued since 2009 [4]. The mechanisms by which bariatric
surgeries lead to such profound weight loss is incompletely
described, as is the extent to which the mechanisms differ
between all the metabolic surgery procedures [5]. LAGB has
been shown to achieve weight loss through several mechanisms
including an overall reduction in total energy intake, increased
satiety, decrease in appetite, and alteration of fasting digestive
hormone levels [6-9]. While the levels of leptin are generally
found to be lower after bariatric procedures [5,8-11], there is
considerable variability in the literature regarding the levels
of other digestive hormones such as ghrelin after LAGB
[7,9,11,12]. There is also limited knowledge regarding the
effects of LAGB on the body’s post-prandial hormonal response,
resting metabolic rate (RMR) and whether this correlates with
changes in a patient’s hormonal milieu.
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In our pilot study, we hypothesized that RMR after metabolic
surgery, particularly LAGB, would increase due to changes in
body composition and increase in lean body mass percentage. We
also hypothesized that the hormonal response to a standardized
meal would change after metabolic surgery. We suspected that
hunger stimulating hormones such as ghrelin would decrease
and satiety hormones such as GLP-1 would increase in response
to a food bolus after LAGB. We aimed to understand the
impact of LAGB on RMR and hormonal response to a meal by
measuring RMR and fasting and post-prandial gastrointestinal
hormone levels before and 2 months after surgery.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Twenty-five adult subjects aged 18 to 65 with a BMI ≥ 35 who
were due to undergo LAGB surgery at a single academic center
were prospectively enrolled in the study between November 2013
and September 2014. Subjects with prior metabolic surgery, thyroid
disease, lung disease, active smoking, or current use of medications
causing weight loss or weight gain were excluded from the study.
The Institutional Review Board approved the study and written
consent was obtained from all participants. No participant received
a stipend for participation in the study.

Data and sample collection
Patients served as their own controls, with blood samples and
measurements obtained before LAGB surgery and 2 months
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post-operatively. We chose 2 months in order to optimize
patient retention but also to look at early physiologic changes
which have been described after both bariatric surgery and
after Very Low Caloric Diet. Patients were instructed to fast
for at least 10 hours prior to each visit. Age, gender, body mass
index (BMI), weight, height, hip/waist circumference, blood
pressure (BP), and medications were routinely recorded at
each visit. Hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) and fasting lipid panel
were recorded at the initial visit to obtain baseline levels only
and were not drawn at the follow up visit. Baseline testing
was performed prior to initiation of pre-operative liquid or
restricted diet. RMR was measured using the Med Gem indirect
calorimeter following the Med Gem standard protocol. Exercise
data was not collected, but patients were instructed to fast, avoid
exercise/strenuous activity and caffeine for 4 hours prior to
testing and to avoid nicotine for 1 hour prior to testing. Patients
were placed in a cool, dark exam room, without any movement
or exertion, for at least 10 minutes prior to the measurement.
Patients were then asked to breathe into the Med Gem device
using a disposable mouthpiece for approximately 7 minutes
until the RMR was displayed. RMR was calculated using the
Weir equation: RMR=((3.941)(VO2) + (1.106)(VCO2O).
To measure hormonal response, blood samples were collected
twice at each visit: Initially after at least ten hours of fasting
and then one hour after consuming a standardized liquid meal
(Ensure Original: 220 kcal, 6 g fat, 32 g carbohydrate, 15
g sugars, 9 g protein). A butterfly needle was used to draw
blood samples. Per standard protocol, plasma was isolated,
and a protease inhibitor was utilized to ensure that the plasma
hormones were not degraded. In the short term, samples were
stored at -20°C. In the long term, samples were stored at -80° C
and multiple freeze thaw cycles were avoided.

Plasma assays
A multi-hormone enzyme linked immunoassay panel (Millipore
Corp. Billerica, MA, USA) was used to quantify serum active
glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1), gastric inhibitory polypeptide
(GIP), peptide YY (PYY), ghrelin, pancreatic polypeptide
(PP), leptin, insulin and amylin. The accuracy of the panel for
amylin, PYY, PP, leptin, insulin, GLP-1, GIP and ghrelin are
81%, 94%, 92%, 78%, 90%, 81%, 91% and 92% respectively
[13]. As reported by the manufacturer, the multi-hormone EIA
panel has intra- and inter-assay variabilities of 11% and 19%,
respectively.

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistics were generated for analysis of the baseline
demographics of the study participants. Continuous variables
were reported as mean values ± one standard deviation and
categorical variables as frequency distribution. Paired statistical
analysis was performed. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used
to compare median changes for RMR, fasting hormonal levels
and hormonal response. Below detectable limit (BDL) was
assigned a zero value and included in the analysis. A p-value
of <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Spearman
rank correlation was used to assess for relationships between
percentage of excess BMI loss (%EBMIL, as a measure of band
outcome) and fasting hormonal levels and RMR.
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Results
Twenty-five subjects were enrolled in the study and 18 completed
the study, one of which only completed the RMR analysis.
Seven subjects (28%) dropped out from the study (5 patients
cancelled their surgery, 2 patients were lost to follow up). In our
study population, mean age was 42.5 years ± 9.4 and 72% were
female. Mean baseline HbA1c was 6.2 ± 1.2. Mean BMI prior to
surgery was 46.3 kg/m2 ± 6.8. Mean weight loss was 12.3 kg ±
4.9, the mean % EBMIL was 22.6% ± 9.9 and mean percentage
of total weight loss was 9.7% ± 3.5. The variance in weight loss
in the group was 117.51 lb ± 10.84. Subject demographics and
clinical data are summarized in Table 1. Three types of gastric
bands were used during this period: LAP-BAND AP Standard
system, LAP-BAND AP Large system (Allergan Medical, Santa
Barbara, CA, USA), and REALIZE-B and C system (Ethicon
Endo-surgery, Cincinnati, OH, USA). The choice of band was
left to the surgeon’s discretion. The LAGB was performed
using anywhere between one and five trocars, with a standard
pars flaccida approach. The mean band fill level at 3 months
was 5.61 ml ± 1.28.
Median RMR before and after LAGB decreased significantly
from 2010 kcal/day to 1715 kcal/day (p=0.008) (Figure 1).
Decrease in RMR correlated positively with the amount of
weight loss (ρ=0.432). There was no correlation between age
and either preoperative RMR or change in RMR (p=0.62 and
0.69 respectively).
Fasting hormone levels and changes in hormone levels in
response to the standardized meal are shown in Tables 2 and 3,
respectively. There was a significant decrease in median intrapatient serum fasting leptin levels before and after LAGB which
fell from a median of 33885 pg/ml pre-operatively to 28253 pg/
ml post operatively (p<0.001). There was no significant change
in median intra-patient post-operative fasting GLP-1, GIP, PYY,
PP, ghrelin, insulin or amylin before and after LAGB, although
there was an observed decrease in post-operative fasting ghrelin
levels that did not reach statistical significance (11.24 pg/ml to
0 pg/ml, p value 0.066) (Figure 2). Hormonal response to the
standardized meal was not shown to be significantly changed
post-operatively.
Table 1. Patient demographics and metabolic profiles both before and
after LAGB. Data is shown as mean values ± one standard deviation.
Variables

Baseline
(n=25)*

Post-operative (n=18)
44.7 ± 9.0

Age (years)

42.5 ± 9.4

Gender (% female)

72

72

Ethnicity (white/black/Hispanic/other)

21/2/1/1

14/2/1/1

Height (cm)

168 ± 7.7

166 ± 6.1

Weight (kg)

130 ± 21

116 ± 20

BMI (kg/m2)

46.3 ± 6.8

42 ± 7.4

% Excess BMI lost

N/A

22.6 ± 9.9

Waist Circumference (inches)

54.6 ± 5.0

53.1 ± 5.4

Hip Circumference (inches)

49.1 ± 6.1

44 ± 4.2

Blood pressure (mmHg)

120/75 ±
13.4/8.4

119/74 ± 14.0/9.8

Hemoglobin A1c

6.2 ± 1.2

N/A

*n=25 for baseline data except for hemoglobin A1c (n=23)
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Figure 1. Baseline and 2-month postoperative RMR. Box plots depict the maximum and minimum values, median and interquartile ranges.
*denotes statistically significant result (p<0.05).
Table 2. Baseline and post-operative levels of measured gastrointestinal hormones pre and post LAGB. Data is shown as a median value with
interquartile range.
Hormones

Pre-operative fasting serum hormone
concentration (pg/mL)
(n=17)

Post-operative fasting serum hormone
concentration (pg/mL)
(n=17)

P-value
0.066

Ghrelin

11.24 (0-34.05)

0 (0-16.86)

Gastric Inhibitory Polypeptide

58.15 (38.32-85.73)

66.91 (35.17-92.24)

0.463

Leptin

33884.55 (26096.04-40935.17)

28253.49 (14333.0-34992.25)

<0.001*

Pancreatic Polypeptide

16.05 (8.0-39.36)

20.63 (7.01-66.72)

0.717

Peptide YY

29.04 (0-74.93)

25.11 (0-81.09)

1.000

Amylin

28.77 (0-83.6)

24.06 (0-67.56)

0.239

Glucagon-like Peptide 1

0 (0-4.02)

0 (0-7.20)

0.866

Insulin

503.65 (399.96-1094.27)

520.43 (349.41-983.27)

0.619

*denotes statistically significant result (p<0.05).

Table 3. Baseline and post-operative prandial response of measured gastrointestinal hormones to a standardized meal. Data is shown as a median
value with interquartile range.
Hormones

Pre-operative prandial change in serum hormone
concentration (pg/mL)
(n=17)

Post-operative prandial change in serum hormone
concentration (pg/mL)
(n=17)

P value

Ghrelin

0 (0-5.05)

0 (0-2.54)

0.721

Gastric Inhibitory Polypeptide

330.67 (254.0-438.30)

356.43 (229.22-439.33)

0.758

Leptin

-720.56 (-1451.25-1040.91)

-661.0 (-1645.74-246.72)

0.943

Pancreatic Polypeptide

86.09 (43.21-141.84)

72.8 (31.72-209.83)

0.758

Peptide YY

23.54 (0-44.78)

42.5 (1.94-86.99)

0.211

Amylin

14.71 (0-52.46)

21.2 (10.12-58.75)

0.501

Glucagon-like Peptide 1

5.47 (0-11.72)

7.11 (0.97-24.39)

0.334

Insulin

2522.08 (1098.89-3552.82)

2718.08 (1567.77-4047.97)

0.136

p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Discussion
In this study, patients were used as their own controls. As
expected, LAGB led to rapid weight loss over the first two
months. We had hypothesized that an altered hormonal response
to meals might contribute to the weight loss seen after LAGB, as
seen after Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) [14]. No significant
difference was demonstrated, suggesting that an altered
gastrointestinal hormonal response profile does not contribute
to weight loss at 2 months after LAGB. Previous studies have
shown an altered response to ghrelin at 52 weeks and to PPY at
97

26 weeks after LABG [5]. It is possible that an altered prandial
hormonal response after RYGB could contribute to the more
significant weight loss in RYGB compared to LAGB. Whether
or not an altered postprandial response plays an important role
in LAGB is yet to be clarified and further research is required
in this area to fully characterize the role of altered postprandial
hormonal response after LAGB and other bariatric surgeries and
how this evolves with time.
Fat free mass (FFM) has been shown to be the most reliable
indicator of RMR in normal adults, although total fat mass (FM)
J Gastroenterol Dig Dis 2017 Volume 2 Issue 2
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Figure 2. Serum peptide levels fasting and post-meal at baseline and 2 months post LAGB. Box plots depict the maximum and minimum values,
median and interquartile ranges and are of GIP, leptin, ghrelin, insulin, amylin, GLP, PP and PYY. *denotes statistically significant result
(p<0.05).
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also plays a significant role [15]. The majority of weight loss
after LAGB is due to loss of FM, with a relatively preserved
FFM [8]. Decreases in RMR following bariatric procedures
have been well documented in the literature. This effect is likely
explained, at least in part, by alterations in body composition,
with a greater reduction in total body fat than loss of lean mass
and subsequent reduction in energy expenditure [8,16]. Our
study was limited in that only RMR was measured, so limited
conclusions can be drawn regarding the relationship between
RMR and lean body mass or body composition.
Leptin is predominantly produced in white adipose tissue and
primarily acts on the hypothalamus to decrease food intake
and body weight [17]. Leptin also increases sympathetic
nervous activity and RMR through increased thermogenesis in
brown adipose tissue [18]. A reduction in fasting leptin levels
that parallels weight loss has been demonstrated in multiple
studies in both surgical and non-surgical weight loss, likely
due to decreased total body adipose tissue and the reduction
in calorie ingestion seen after LAGB [6,8,19]. As levels fall,
the anorexigenic and hypermetabolic effects of leptin are
reduced, creating the orexigenic, hypometabolic state that likely
represents an energy conserving response to weight loss in
starvation [18,20].
Our study demonstrated a nonsignificant trend towards a reduction
in circulating fasting ghrelin levels 2 months after LAGB, despite
significant weight loss, which could suggest a contributing
mechanism towards the increased satiety seen after LAGB.
Serum levels of ghrelin rise substantially in diet-induced
weight loss and has been implicated in the subsequent weight
gain which is so often seen in non-surgical weight loss, likely
due to increased food intake and reduction in RMR due to
inhibition of thermogenesis in brown adipose tissue [21,22].
This rise in ghrelin has been inconsistently reported to be
attenuated in patients who have undergone RYGB, an effect
which could contribute to the sustained effectiveness of this
procedure [22,23]. As with RYGB, there is inconsistency in the
published literature regarding ghrelin levels after LAGB [11].
One proposed mechanism is that the placement of a gastric
band impairs the function of the ghrelin producing cells in the
fundus and that alterations in surgical technique could explain
the observed variance in the literature [11].
Given this was a pilot study, it has several limitations. First,
our sample size was small. We had available for our analysis a
convenience sample of only 17 subjects. With our sample size
of 17, it would not be possible to detect any but a small effect
on results. Graphical representation of the data (Figures 1 and
2) can be used to assess the effect on statistical power of the
relatively large variability produced by our small sample size.
These figures show the substantial overlap between interquartile
ranges. A larger sample size, resulting in smaller IQRs, might
reveal significant differences.
Our sample was limited to LAGB patients and we did not have
a non-surgical control group. This thereby limits our ability to
make observations and conclusions only to this type of metabolic
surgery. Not having a non-surgical control group also makes it
difficult to attribute RMR and hormonal changes solely to the
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surgical procedure as these changes have also been seen in the
setting of weight loss from calorie restriction alone. Additionally,
long term changes in RMR, hormonal levels, and hormone
responses after LAGB cannot be determined as the patients were
not followed in the study beyond 2 months after surgery.
In our study, RMR was calculated using the Med Gem indirect
calorimeter and while the device itself has been validated,
measurement of RMR can be difficult [24]. Numerous factors
can influence the measured RMR, including prandial status,
intake of alcohol, nicotine and caffeine as well as subject
activity prior to measurement [25]. To minimize inter-observer
variability, the same team of experienced clinicians were
responsible for measurement of RMR. However, while subjects
were instructed to follow a protocol prior to measurement, they
were not observed for the hours prior to indirect calorimetry.
Despite the limitations, our study provides insight into the
potential metabolic and hormonal changes that could influence
weight loss and weight regain after LAGB. Overall, the results
of our study suggest that a suppressed or altered ghrelin response
to weight loss rather than an altered hormonal response to meals
could be contributing to the weight loss and increased satiety
seen immediately after LAGB, while the observed decrease
in fasting leptin and RMR could have a deleterious effect on
weight loss and explain the plateau in weight loss observed
in many longer-term studies of LAGB. More studies are
required to investigate the contribution of mealtime response of
gastrointestinal hormones to weight loss following LAGB and
how this changes in the long term after surgery [26-37].
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